,
Stripped to the mist, we were lying
on the bed that hot sultry Sunday
afternoon, just thinking. We could hear the
door bang monotonously on the toilet in
front of our unit, people walking to and
fro inside, and the sound of running
water.
Somehow we thought of Green Valley
of our childhood in that peaceful Solaro
county valley, of grandfather& and of
that late hot summer afternoon when
buzzard was circling high above the vineyard just over grandfathers chicken coop
and grandfather saying, "We'll have to
kill that buzzard; it's up to no good."
Ile thought of central California, of
the grapevineyards stretching out before
us as far as our eyes could see, and the
blue hazy mountains in the distance, and
overhead the round sluggish cream colored
olouds, of children on their way home
from school, walking on the narrow path
their bright rod and blue
lunch pails, peering into their
mailboxes as they arrived at
home, of the mailman in his old
weatherbeaten model-T Ford,
putting mail into a box, then
lifting the small red flag and
driving away, leaving a cloud
of blue, exhaust smoke...
Of the time Bob and I tried
to board a moving freight in
Fresno and the hoboes 'yelled,
"This trains going to New
York; we don't vent any Japs
on here of that long blaek
night, trying to sleep on the
floor of the boxcar with forty

, sprawled in every direction, most
of them drinking 25 a pint port mine...
Of Saoramento and the river, the
steamers dumping garbage into the water,
and carps and lightning fast whitefish,
swishing and chrning in the muddy water,
snatching at the watermelon rinds, orange
peels and apple cores...
Of innumerable things of Chinatown on
I street and the stairs leading down to
mysterious basements where the Chinese
lived. of the sweltering wholesale die
triot on a summer afternoon, with crates
piled high on the sidewalk and the smell
of rotting watermelons and overripe
bannanas, of the trip down the river to
Hooverville where the hoboes hang their
underwear and blue leans on the limbs
of the willow tees. and the colored 'men
beside the tracks cooking food in tin
cans over charcoal embers...
living in reed huts, and a
Japanese family living in a
barn from which, at night, you
could see the lights from the
kerosene lamp
issuing from between the cracks in the board
Wall, of the tall noble
Hindus Ialetori, of the f
cops at the immigration st
ation at Calexico Mexico
borders, of our,freight train
stopping besides a hayfield,
north of Santa farina on a hot
summer afternoon and the
hoboes handingustheir liquor
bottles to fill With water at
the tarts house below...
The sound of the, toilet
door banging has Ceased and
there is quiet. We look at
the clock; it is already pas
five. Suddenly,mother bursts
into the room and says, You'd
better go and eat. Your meal
ticket is for a five o'clock
supper."
.- Joe Oyama

Citizen evaouee in relocations
centers should "preserve all Of' their'
rights and obligations as citizens
of the state whore they reside, as
tell as the United States, excepting
Only those rights and obligations
which Military necessity requires
temporarily to be curtailed,"
according to a legal memorandum prepared by
the WRA Solicitor, Philip Glick.
relocation centers are located be brought within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government.
It is M. Glick's contention that the United States
should not-seek to acquire exclusive jurisdiction over
relocation areas since such assertion of exclusive
jurisdiction will not Confer upon the federal government any necessary powers and immunities not now avail*
able to it
Glick's recommendation, however, has a far more
important implication of which he is not
Ware. He
Points out that exclusion of state sovereignty from the
relocation areas would mean a corresponding loss of the
rights and privileges of state citizenship among the
citizen evacuees.
It seems evident from this that, the War Relocation
authority recognizes not only the, rights and obligations
of citizens of the United States but also the obligations incumbent upon a democracy to, its citizens.
We shall soon be transferred to relocation centers
under the jurisdiction of the War Relocation authority,
and we should consider it fortunate that that federal
body is not activated by the demands of petty politics.
Only by recognition of the rights of citizens can
we "preserve the traditional value of our Constitutional
s system," the legal memorandum concludes.
For our part, we recognize our obligations

